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Information and technological paradigm:
from Capitalism to Informationalism

We live in a new world, the features of which are strictly dictated by the 
laws of the information and technological paradigm, born of the progressive 
tendencies of THE INFORMATIONALISM, as a completely different way of 
social development, formed by the end of the 20th century under the 
influence of the restructuring of the capitalist mode of production, which 
transformed the high-tech material and technical base of the socio-
economic organization into a new way of developing society.



A smartphone is, in fact, an integral life's part of a modern 
human, what guarantees him comprehensive security:

1) GPS-position;

2) Emergency communication;

3) Immediate receipt of the necessary information;

4) Storage of personal data;

5) Implementation of banking transactions;

…

And much more, including the possibility of obtaining comprehensive 
information about health yourself.



m-Health
m-Health (mobile health) is an e-Health industry that includes 
medical services (monitoring, diagnostics and prevention of 
disease ) using mobile devices and wireless data transmission 
technologies. The main condition for using m-Health systems 
is the presence of a mobile device with Internet access.

Digital save-health technologies for COVID-19
Covid19diagnosis.ru

e-Health (also written eHealth) is a relatively recent healthcare practice supported by 

electronic processes and communication, dating back to at least 1999. Usage of the term 

varies as it just not covers the "Internet medicine" as it was conceived during that time, but 
also covers "virtually everything related to computers and medicine“.



www.covid19diagnosis.ru

TYPES OF DIAGNOSTIC CONCLUSION

The probability that you will be diagnosed with COVID-19 is 95%. Seek medical attention immediately

You have a possible COVID-19 prodromal period. Take the PCR-test for SARS-CoV-2

You are highly likely to have a cold (catarrh), but COVID-19 is possible. To clarify diagnosis, take a PCR-test for SARS-CoV-2

You have not convincing clinical data for COVID-19

СONCLUSION ABOUT COVID-19 RESISTANCE

Infectious process Respiratory complications Cardiovascular complications

No obvious infectious process No respiratory complications No cardiovascular

complications

Mild form of an infectious 

process

Mild respiratory failure 

(functional type)

Mild circulatory failure 

(functional type)

Infectious process of average 

severity

Respiratory failure of average 

severity

Circulatory failure of average 

severity

Severe infectious process Severe respiratory failure

(ARDS)

Severe circulatory failure

Very hard severe infectious 

process

The high risk of developing 

pulmonary edema

The high risk of hemodynamic 

shock

http://www.covid19diagnosis.ru/


Patient 1, man 55 years old (two negative PCR tests for SARS-CoV-2; CT signs COVID-19; IgG 162,03 (10<)



Patient 1, man 55 years old (two negative PCR tests for SARS-CoV-2, CT signs COVID-19, IgG 162,03 (10<)



Patient 2, woman 73 years old (rapid enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay SARS-CoV-2 negative)



Patient 2, woman 73 years old (rapid enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay SARS-CoV-2 negative)



Patient 3, woman 48 years old (rapid enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay SARS-CoV-2 positive)

REINFECTION



Digital save-health technologies for REHABILITATION 

www.powerreserve.ru
People who have recovered from COVID-19 in moderate and
severe form will require complex medical rehabilitation due

to the development of severe cardiovascular, neurological and
respiratory complications caused by the new coronavirus
infection, as well as suffering in the reproductive sphere, 

which will lead to a pronounced deterioration in the
demographic situation in the World.

http://www.powerreserve.ru/


Digital screening on-line diagnostics of COVID-19 is a high-tech method for the early active detection of 

COVID-19 and aggravating risk factors for its development, based on the use of special diagnostic self-

examination, consisting of comprehensive testing and mathematical prediction of regulatory biological 

processes of maintaining homeostasis when infected with SARS -CoV-2.

www.covid19diagnosis.ru

Such Internet resources should be free for absolutely all users!

The main idea of "covid19diagnosis.ru" is understanding what is happening and what can be expected if 

develops COVID-19. Regular monitoring of the user's individual resistance to COVID-19 will help prevent 

the development of severe complications of this disease. Which means that human will be ill in a mild 

form. This is important, because severe forms of COVID-19 require heavy and expensive medical 

rehabilitation, after which (as today's scientific data show) not everyone comes full social adaptation.

http://www.covid19diagnosis.ru/

